
JMSS WORKSHEET (DECEMBER)   CLASS VIII      ENGLISH LITERATURE 
 
Q.1 Write the meaning of the following words and make sentences 

Mist,  corrugated, bobbing ,  shrew , hoist,  balked quivering,  convulsion,  meek,  tranquilliser,  
scruples trenches, marzipan,   muddle – headed,  suffused with 

Q.2 Answer the following question. 
a) What did the author find in a junk shop? 
b) What were the warning signs that both Tilly and her mother saw? 
c) Who is an artisan and why do you think the artisans suffered? 
d) Why did penny Baxter allow Jody to go find the fawn and raise it? 
e) “I knew that my journey was over,” why does the writer say so? 
f) How does the writer get to know that the monsoon was coming to an end? 
g) What all prayers did the boys promise to offer God? 
h) What were the different tasks assigned to the three animals? 
i) What warning does Jaya gave to Velu? 
j) Why did contractor opt for German in college? 
 
Q.3 Write the summary of : 
a) Geography lesson 
b) Macavity: the Mystery Cat 
d) The duck and the kangroo 
Q.4 Reference to the context : 

1) When the jet reached ten thousand feet, 
 It was clear why the country 
 had cities where the rivers ran 

and why the valleys were populated 
the logic of geography 
that land and water attracted man 
was clearly delineated 
when the jet reached ten thousand feet 

a) Name the poet and the poem? 
b) What attracted the man? 
c) The word delineated means? 
d) How much height did the jet attain? 
e) What become clear as the jet attained the height? 
f) What become obvious on seeing the city from the height? 

 
2) ‘Good gracious how you hop’! 

 Over the field and the water too, 
 As if you never would stop! 
 My life is a bore in this nasty pond  
 And I long to go out in the world beyond 
 I wish could hop like you” 

a) Who is the speaker of these lines? 
b) Who was bored of his life? 
c) Who was very good at hopping? 
d) What did the speaker long to do? 
e) What does the phrase ‘good gracious’ mean in these line? 

Q.5 Write the character sketch of the following: 
a) Bepin Choudhury b) Penny 
c) Stephan Hawking d) Macavity 


